
Step by step EWC guidelines for restructurings: 

from information to litigation
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Breaking news
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“It should not be a 
surprise!!”
Anders Carlson, Chairman of Bombardier 
EWC

- Regular communication between EWC 

members; between EWC members 

(and deputy members) and the steering 

committee.

- Regular monitoring carried out by the 

chairman / steering committee of the 

EWC.

- National delegates (and deputy 

delegates) are key to spotting "weak 

signals".

- Institutional information to stakeholders, 

company newsroom, press… give a 

global overview.

- You will know more than your 

management!!!
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1. Monitoring: “keep your eyes open”



“Ask questions to the 
management”
Hedi Ben Sedrine, Chairman of AXA EWC

- Ask questions to management: How 

much? When? Where?... Before or at 

least during the first meeting.

- Try to gain confidence to obtain the 

maximum of information.

- Invite the management to be open to 

social dialogue.
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2. Do not panic!!



“Remind the 
management of your 
rights”
Jean-Philippe Charpentier, 
Chairman of Verizon EWC

- Check your information and 

consultation rights, provision about 

exceptional circumstances, 

transnationality…

- Check provisions about means:

- Access to site;

- Expert;

- ETUF coordinator;

- Time-off;

- Communication resources 

(questionnaire, pool);

- Setting up a workshop;
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3. Read your EWC agreement !



“It caused a chain 
reaction”
Caroline Blot, federal secretary for 
international affaires, at FGMM-CFDT

- Information to the EWC members

- Information from EWC members to 

national I/C bodies

- Information to the national TU and 

European Trade Union Federation 

(ETUF)

- Centralize their feedbacks.
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4. Circulate information

- A French TU delegate from CFDT warned its federation 

(FGMM-CFDT) about a restructuring announcement in France.

- FGMM-CFDT informed IndustriAll Europe about the 

restructuring.

- IndustriAll Europe informed its affiliates within the Honeywell 

group.

- It received information about reorganizations in Austria, 

German, UK…

- Enough factual information for the EWC chairman 

to send a letter to the management to launch

an information and consultation meeting.



“Make noise”

- Trade unions (network)

- National works council

- European Trade Union Federation

- European Parliament deputies

- European Commission 

(DG Employment or Competition).

- Other EWCs

- Press

- Expert

- Lawyer
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5. Find support



“We are just asking for 
our rights”
Jean-Philippe Charpentier, 
Chairman of Verizon EWC

• In case of I/C rights failure, use the 

litigation channel:

▪ Identify the competent court (not the 

Court of Justice of the EU) 

▪ Vote to allow the EWC to go to court;

▪ Vote to nominate a lawyer

▪ Ask the lawyer to send a letter to the 

management

> In many cases, management opens 

discussion at this stage, if not…

▪ Involve the national I/C bodies that 

could also go to court;

▪ Communicate (litigation is not good for 

CSR)

▪ Go to court!!
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6. Pressure and litigation


